Southern Counties PF
Advisory Day
The Southern Counties Photographic Federation are hosting a PAGB sponsored Awards Advisory
Day on Saturday 24th September 2022 at Littleton Millennium Hall, Littleton, Nr Winchester SO22
6QL
As these only come round every seven years we want to make the most of having Senior members
of the Awards team visiting us from Scotland and the North to advise our members about their
work. This can be a very useful exercise given the wealth of experience on offer.
As you may be aware, the number of applicants to take part in Awards Adjudications has been
lower, of late, due to the pandemic etc and to encourage as many as possible to take part the team
have suggested that, in addition to complete entries, they are quite prepared to look at half a dozen
prints or pdi’s or more from someone who only wishes to know if their work is anywhere near the
standards required.
The response from our Southern Fed club members has not been as great as provisional surveys
indicated and we do have a few spaces available still to fill, Rather than let this golden
opportunity go to waste we are wondering whether any of your members would like to benefit?
This might be of particular interest to members of clubs in the East of your Federation who are not
too far away from the venue.
In addition to people wishing to show work we are quite happy for others to come along merely to
observe the day and learn more about the whole of the Awards process. This could be very
helpful if going for an Award is a long term project.
To show work the cost is £15.00 and to come as an observer is £8.00 per ticket.
If you are able to get the message out to your members it would be greatly appreciated.
Anyone interested should contact me at leo.rich@btinternet.com and I will be delighted to supply
more details.

